7 Editing for phrasal verbs

In the following passage most (but not all) of the phrasal verbs have either the wrong verb or wrong particle. If a correction is required, write it in the space provided. Look at the example (0).

Although £10 seemed a lot for a guided walking tour, I’d charged up like most of the others staying at the hotel. The tour was supposed to start at 9 o’clock, so we were getting a little angry and were just about to give in and go and have a cup of coffee together when the guide finally turned out at reception 30 minutes late. She said she had left home on time but had had to go back as she’d forgotten the tour maps – it came out to be her first day on the job! First of all, she sorted off which of us already had maps and which didn’t. We eventually set off more than an hour behind schedule and started making to the old town. Although there were only about ten of us, I found it hard to hear her commentary as she seemed to have singled out the three or four people closest to her to talk to. As we were walking along I asked her if we could go and see a beautiful old church, but she replied rather abruptly that we had to stick in the itinerary. After that, I decided I’d better write down my £10 and rely on my own map and intelligence for a more personal tour of the city.